1. Eichmann passed extract from letter Adolf Eichmann wrote to brother Robert on 22 February 61. It in form postscript and per will be published near future in Paris newspaper.

Suggests Kubarek also surface and will advise soonest possible which French newspaper surfacing etc.

2. Contents are Eichmann description reasons he now believes communism answer world evils. States he came this conclusion based his observations capitalist expl

RATION SOUTH AMERICA AND REALIZATION
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HE AND OTHERS HIS ILK WERE PUPPETS IN HANDS HIGH FINANCE AND RADICAL
NATIONAL SOCIALISM. EICHMANN HAS DECIDED THAT QUOTE FROM THE
EAST COMES THE LIGHT UNQUOTE.

3. EICHMANN GAVE BROTHER PERMISSION PUBLISH POSTSCRIPT BUT PER
THIS NOT DONE AT REQUEST SERVATIUS. BAN NOW LIFTED
AS TRIAL OVER.

4. HAVE EICHMANN ADDITIONAL MEMOIRS WRITTEN
IN JAIL FROM DESCRIBED NO INDICATION TIMING PUBLICA-
TION BUT COVER SHEET GIVES TITLE QUOTE MEINE FLUCHT UNQUOTE AND
STATES WILL BE EXCLUSIVE FOR THE PEOPLE, LONDON. MEMOIRS CONSISTING
38 PAGES COVER PERIOD FROM CAPTURE BY AMERICAN TROOPS IN 45 TO
EICHMANN'S ARRIVAL ISRAEL. DESCRIBE ESCAPE, TRIP TO SOUTH AMERICA,
LIFE THERE AND CAPTURE BY ISRAELI AGENTS. LAST SIX PAGES ARE DENIAL
RESPONSIBILITY FOR MURDER OF JEWS. SAYS JUST FOLLOWING ORDERS.
POUCHING COPIES FRAN AND DIR PER 4.

END OF MESSAGE

C/S COMMENT: SERVATIUS HAD DECIDED NOT PERMIT PUBLICATION STORY RE EICHMANN CONVERSION
COMMUNISM FOR TIME BEING (DATED 5 JUNE 61).
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